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1 Intoroduction 

1.1 General info Switzerland 

Area:  41.000 km2 

Population:  7.5 million inhabitants (2007) 
Major agglomerations:  Zurich 1.91 Million, Basel 480’000, Geneva 470’000, Bern 350’000, Lausanne 310’000 

Lucerne 195’000 

Switzerland is a parliamentary democracy. Switzerland is a federal state consisting of 26 Cantons. There are 
three levels of government. The federal government has legislative and executive power in many important 
matters such as finances, foreign affairs, public security, defence, railways, national road infrastructure etc. The 
26 Cantons all have their own provincial parliaments and have legislative and executive power in various 
matters, such as nature conservation, land use (partly also federal body), building and housing matters, etc. The 
third level consists of the over 2700 communities, from the biggest with 380’000 down to the smallest with just a 
few 100 inhabitants. In a range of matters the communities enjoy a largely independent status, implying that, 
within the national and cantonal constitutional framework, communities have wide scope to implement and 
enforce (national and cantonal) law. This arrangement leaves a considerable amount of discretionary powers 
with the communities. The granting of planning permission for most of the development is a chief area of 
competence for communities. 

1.2 Swiss Transport policy 

The Swiss transport policy is guided by the overall objective of sustainability mobility. Backed by the 
constitution and a series of laws, the Federal Department of Environment, Transport, Energy and 
Communication (DETEC) understands by this objective that1 

- the mobility required is achieved in as environmentally sound a way as possible, and that, by internalising 
external costs, mobility does not increase in a unlimited way at the cost of the environment (ecological 
sustainability); 

- mobility needs are satisfied in as economically efficient a way as possible and thus financial costs for the 
State remain justifiable (economic sustainability);  

- that all sectors of the population and parts of the country have access to mobility (social sustainability). 

 

The implementation of this policy requires action in various fields, such as transport policy in the narrower 
sense, land use policy, fiscal policy, environmental policy and energy policy.  

 

In accordance with the federal system of Switzerland, political competencies in the different policy sectors are 
shared between the three existing state levels: National Government, Cantons and municipalities.  

                                                             

1 DETEC Departmental Strategy, see http://www.uvek.admin.ch/org/00619/index.html?lang=en 
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2 The position of MM in the national, regional and local policy 

2.1 MM into national policy 

The SwissEnergy Programme 

Although there is no direct legislation which enforces the set-up of Mobility Management on any kind of level 
(e.g. like in Italy) the importance of this strategy is considered on national level especially by the Swiss Federal 
Office of Energy (SFOE). A significant sign was given already in the early 90ies by implementing the so-called 
Action Programme Energy 2000 as a contribution to achieve the Kyoto targets. This programme was renewed in 
2001 for a running period of 10 years under the title “SwissEnergy”.  

The main strength of the programme aimed at promoting energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy lies 
in the close co-operation between the Federal Government, the Cantons and the municipalities, and numerous 
partners from trade and industry, environmental and consumer organisations, and public and private agencies.  

The programme initiated and/or supported various initiatives related to MM like2: 

• Development of Mobility CarSharing Switzerland, the worlds biggest CarSharing company 
(www.mobility.ch). 

• auto-schweiz: in 2002, the Association of Swiss Automobile Importers concluded an agreement with 
the Federal Government that sets out to reduce the average consumption of new cars in Switzerland to 
6.4 litres per 100 kilometres by 2008. As an aid for buyers, an energy label for motor cars has been a 
requirement since 1 January 2003 (www.energieetikette.ch). 

• The EcoCar Agency was formed formed following the amalgamation of four organisations sharing the 
goal of increasing public awareness of energy-efficient and ecological technologies and vehicles in 
close co-operation with SwissEnergy. It was formed in 2005 and comprises various associations. 
(www.ecocar.ch). 

• Quality Alliance Eco-Drive® QAED embodies providers of Eco-Drive® courses, plus other 
organisations, federal authorities and road traffic associations. The shared goal is to promote the 
energy-efficient EcoDrive® driving method. (www.eco-drive.ch) 

• In the middle of 2005, SwissEnergy launched a three-year campaign through its SwissEnergy for 
Municipalities programme aimed at promoting mobility management in companies. Totally around 
150 companies are actually participating in the programme. (www.energiestadt.ch). 

• The SwissEnergy for Municipalities programme is a labelling programme which awards 
municipalities who have implemented measures for the rational use of energy. Mobility and within MM 
measures are an integrated part. Municipalities are assisted in the implementation by a network of 
experts in the field of energy and mobility. Their assistance is partially paid by the overall programme. 
Labelled cities are audited every 3 years in order to measure the progress of implementation. 
(www.energiestadt.ch)  

                                                             

2 see: http://www.bfe.admin.ch/energie/00576/index.html?lang=en 
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• With Veloland Schweiz, a national organisation promoting bike use in leisure traffic. Since April 2008 
the programme is extended to the so-called SwitzerlandMobility programme. SwitzerlandMobility 
coordinates an official and standard signalized route network for non-motorized traffic (hiking, cycling, 
mountainbiking, skating, canoeing). This is made up of the best national and regional routes. Thanks to 
coordination of the sections with public transport, they are also ideal for on-day excursions. All routes 
are arranged in consultation with the cantonal and municipal authorities and the Swiss federal and 
cantonal environmental authorities. SwitzerlandMobility routes are linked to a wide range of services. 
In particular these include overnight accommodation, rental of cycles etc. and bookable offers with 
luggage transport on national and several regional routes. (www.schweizmobil.ch) 

The Service Centre for innovative mobility 

Beside the SwissEnergy programme the Federal Government supports initiatives in the field of mobility 
management through the implementation of the so-called “Dienstleistungszentrum für innovative Mobilität” 
(service centre for innovative mobility) (DZM). DZM is a joint venture between SFOE, the Federal Office for 
Spatial Development (ARE) and the Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN). DZM supports in a 3-years 
programme the development of new and innovative mobility projects (not infrastructure based) and pays 
therefore up to 40% of the projects costs if the project fulfils certain criteria’s. Mobility Management is included. 
(www.are.admin.ch/dienstleistungen/00908/index.html?lang=de) 

Integration of MM in the agglomeration programme of the Federal government 

In the framework of the new agglomeration policy the Federal Government is prepared to sustain Cantons and 
tackled municipalities in order to help them to solve the existing traffic problems in this areas. But required co-
financing of transport infrastructure in this areas is connected with conditions. Federal Government orders that 
agglomerations have to develop a so-called “agglomeration programme on transport and spatial development” as 
a planning instrument of further transport and land-use policy. In this programme analysis of the current and 
future situation in transport has to be made, targets to achieve have to be defined and as consequence a 
programme with measures and their costs of implementation has to be planed. This by following criteria’s given 
by the Federal Government. One of this criteria’s is that strategies and measures of influencing demand for 
transport have to be considered. Actually a lot of municipalities within agglomerations organise themselves, 
coordinated by the respective Cantonal authorities in order to develop the requested agglomeration programme. 
Almost all since now submitted programmes are considering Mobility Management as a strategy, including also 
respective measures. Once the plans are adopted by the Federal Government agglomerations have to develop in a 
second stage the programme into a concrete implementation programme, where all the considered measures have 
to be defined in a very concrete way. This leads to the consequence that also in the field of Mobility 
Management a lot of agglomerations are now preparing concrete implementation programmes, where measures 
are concretely defined on the base of contents, costs and actors. After the implementation programme is 
politically decided by the respective local and cantonal authorities the Federal Government is prepared to co-
finance transport infrastructure measures. That means that Federal Government does not co-finance Mobility 
Management but it requires its implementation as one condition to support transport infrastructure investments. 
(www.are.admin.ch/themen/agglomeration/00626/index.html?lang=de) 
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2.2 MM in the cantonal and regional transport policy 

Respecting the existing laws, ordinances, strategies given by the Federal Government in the field of spatial, 
transport, energy and environmental policies the Cantons have their own transport policy strategies. Only in a 
few of them Mobility Management is mentioned in an explicit way. Taking into consideration the already 
mentioned attitude of Federal Government in the transport policy of agglomerations the status of Mobility 
Management on the cantonal level will raise in the future. 

Mobility Management in the Canton of Aargovia 

A forerunner in this field is the Canton of Aargovia. Since years the Canton is sustaining regional and local 
initiatives in the field of Mobility Management on the one hand and developed a lot of information material and 
guidelines on the other. But since 2006 Mobility Management is officially included in the politically approved 
cantonal transport strategy (www.ag.ch/verkehr/de/pub/daten_und_fakten/downloads/mobilitaetaaargau.php.) 

The first consequence of this consideration is, that the Canton has installed a Mobility Management programme 
with following main activity fields: 

• Information and networking, 

• Development of innovative Mobility Management projects 

• Mobility Management for companies and municipalities (including mobility management in planning 
processes 

• Mobility Management in the administration of the Canton 

For the execution of the programme the organisation aargaumobil (www.aargaumobil.ch) was installed by the 
Canton. aargaumobil is operating since the beginning of 2007 for a two-years pilot period and is managed by 
two Swiss experts. The main topic is to provide services in the mentioned activity fields for the two main target 
groups: municipalities and companies within the Canton of Aargovia.  

A quite similar programme within the Canton exists already in the region of Baden and it is called badenmobil 
(www.badenmobil.ch). The programme is financially supported by the Canton and by the municipalities of the 
region. It is focussed in operating a mobility centre on the one hand and in providing in-depth support for 
companies on the other.  

Similar initiatives on the Cantonal or regional level exist in the Canton of Appenzell Ausserrhoden and in the 
Canton of Solothurn. The tendency is that in the coming years more Cantons will become active in this field. 

 

2.3 MM in the local transport policy 

On the local level the implementation of Mobility Management measures is spread out in various Swiss 
municipalities. E.g. the programme SwissEnergy for municipalities counts more then 130 municipalities with 
about 30% of the Swiss Population living in it. Almost all of them have implemented one or several mobility 
management measures or smaller programmes.  

While the implementation of single measures happens in a lot of municipalities only a few have developed 
concrete strategies which are politically adopted in the local transport policy. Exceptions are for example the city 
of Zurich and the city of Berne. 
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Mobility Management in the city of Zurich 

With its Mobility Strategy (http://www.stadt-
zuerich.ch/internet/mobil_in_zuerich/mobilitaetsstrategie/velofahren.html) the city of Zurich has developed a 
blue print where the objectives and measures of the future transport are stated. The Mobility Strategy consists of 
18 sub strategies. Mobility Management is considered very expressive in two of them: the sub strategy 
“Mobilitätsberatung” (Mobility consulting) and the sub strategy “Kombinierte Mobilität” (Combined Mobility).  

Especially the sub-strategy “Mobilitätsberatung” was the base for the implementation of new and dedicated 
mobility management measures. The focus was put on the improvement of transport information towards the 
population, consulting activities for businesses, awareness campaigns for target groups and mobility education in 
schools. Within the first three fields following measures are already implemented: 

• Internet-Plattform with multi-modal information: www.mobil-in-zuerich.ch 

• Mobility Consulting service point for companies (in co-operation with the canton of Zurich): 
www.stadt-zuerich.ch/miu 

• Awareness raising campaigns: www.mobilitaetskultur.ch 

A further expression towards Mobility Management is that one subsection of the transport unit of the Civil 
Engineering Department of the city of Zurich is denominated “Mobilitätsmanagement”3 and has the same 
importance like the transport planning sub-section.  

Mobility Management in the city of Berne 

Since the beginning of 2006 the transport planning unit of the Civil Engineering Department of the city of Berne 
has a sub-unit dedicated on Mobility Consulting activities. The sub-unit was removed in the beginning of 2008 
to the environmental planning unit. The work profile is described in a concept, which leans very strong on the 
definition of Mobility Management defined by the MOMENTUM and MOSAIC project.4 The activities are 
actually focussed on consulting services towards businesses.  

 

2.4 Conclusions regarding the position of MM in the transport policy 

Institutionalised position of Mobility Management 

• Important issue in the SwissEnergy programme and the SwissEnergy for Municipalities programme and 
in the agglomeration transport policy strategy of the Federal Government  

• Included in transport policy strategies of a few Cantons in Switzerland (e.g. Canton of Aargovia) 

 
 

                                                             

3 see 
http://www.stadtzuerich.ch/internet/taz/home/ueber_uns/mobilitaet_planung_/org_mobilitaetsmanagement.html 

4 see www.bern.ch/online/aktuell_ptk_sta/2007/03/mobilitaetsforum 
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• Included as a stated element of transport policy only in a few Swiss Cities like Berne, Lucerne, Basel or 
Zurich 

• Overall Mobility Management programmes are prepared actually in the Canton of Solothurn (started in 
2008) and in the agglomerations of Lucerne and Biel.  

Mobility Centres 

• In the broad sense of the definition of EPOMM this kind of services is existing till now only in a few 
cities: Biel, Thun and Baden (www.badenmobil.ch).  

• Never the less a lot of information and sales centres of public transport are also providing information 
and products in the field of bike use and especially CarSharing.  

Mobility Management at companies 

• Clearly the most growing activity field in the last years. 

• Promoted nation-wide from the campaign launched by the SwissEnergy for municipality programme. 
Around 30 are participating in the programme.  

• Institutionalised as a service for businesses in the cities of Lucerne, Basel, Zurich, Geneva and 
Winterthur as in the region of Baden and in the Canton of Aargovia as a whole. 

• Almost in every regional transport association (Verkehrsverbünde) Job-Ticket as product for companies 
is existing. 

• Important condition for MM in companies is the applied parking policy especially for new settlements. 
National norms on parking standards (maximum and minimum number per type of use) are existing and 
often used in municipalities. In the bigger cities also deduction factors related to the quality of public 
transport accessibility are applied.  

• New strategies in the parking policy towards new settlements are the application of so-called “access or 
trip contingent models”. This is done especially in the city of Zurich and in the Canton of Berne. New 
settlements where it is prospected that they will generate a lot of traffic (e.g. shopping centres, sport 
stadiums, etc.) have to fulfil the requirement to not exceed a certain amount of trips per year. The 
amount and the applied sanctions in case of not fulfilling the requirements are regulated in a contract 
between the municipality and the land-owner. The model is one condition of obtaining the building 
permit. The “access or trip contingent model” is a very good basic condition for the implementation of 
mobility management at companies. 

• Another important legal framework condition is that each kind of new settlement with more than 300 
parking spaces planned has in the framework of obtaining the building permit to submit an 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) plan. The plan is examined by the local authorities which has 
the possibility to reduce the number of required parking spaces if they consider that the environmental 
impact (especially on air pollution and noise emission) is to high and accessibility of the settlement with 
alternative transport modes to the car is rather good. Also the EIA is a very good basic condition for the 
implementation of mobility management at companies. 
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Mobility Management at events 

• Big events of national or at least over regional importance taking place mostly in the 5 biggest cities in 
Switzerland (Zurich, Basel, Berne, Geneva and Lausanne) are well organised in terms of transport 
accessibility. The Swiss Federal Railways and the local and regional transport companies are offering 
combined ticketing solutions (trip and entrance) and provide often also special trains (e.g. to concerts or 
important sports lie e.g. the EURO 2008 or cultural activities). Parking space restrictions and/or 
taxations are applied.  

• Improvement should be made at medium sized events of local importance. 

• New information plattform started in 2007: www.saubere-veranstaltung.ch 

Mobility Management in leisure traffic 

• Most important activity or product in this field is the SwitzerlandMobility programme 
(www.schweizmobil.ch). It is clear the flagship of mobility management in leisure traffic in 
Switzerland.  

• Various activities with sport clubs (/www.sportlichzumsport.ch) and hiking associations have been 
done. The city of Zurich started in 2008 the development of a programme for sportsclubs. 

• Still a wide open field for mobility management.  

CarSharing 

• Cleary the flag-ship of mobility management in Switzerland. 

• Organised by Mobility CarSharing Switzerland: www.mobility.ch 

• Actually around 77’000 members (End of 2007), 2’000 cars at 1’050 stations in 400 municipalities. 

Mobility consulting services for individuals 

• www.mobilitaetsdurchblick.ch: New tool which is applied also by municipalities and businesses (like 
Mobility CarSharing Switzerland). 

• http://www.mobilsein-mobilbleiben.ch/: Courses for the elderly people on mobility issues. 

Mobility management in schools 

• Single projects have been done in the Canton of Solothurn5, in the municipality of Herisau6 and in the 
Canton of Ticino7. Applications will take place in 2008 in the city of Zurich and Baden. 

                                                             

5 see; http://www.synergo.ch/?_id=detail&_fu=3&_item=12&_lid=1 

6 see; http://www.synergo.ch/?_id=detail&_fu=3&_item=50&_lid=1 

7 see: http://www.infovel.ch/interna.asp?idarticolo=13185 
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Mobility management in daily cycling 

• 21 municipalities have installed so-called “Velostationen” (www.velostation.ch), that means served 
protected bike parking at railway stations providing additional services. 

• Bike and Ride is promoted by the Swiss Federal Railways in the way that at each renewed railway 
station is provided with high quality bike parkings8.  

• The use of electric bikes is promoted by the nation wide campaign New Ride (www.newride.ch).  

Mobility management awareness campaigns 

• 22. September, European Car Free Day: Managed by an NGO-Organisation but not very high 
participation rates of municipalities. Yearly big event is taking place in the city of Zurich9. 

• Slow-Up: Car Free Day where leisure activities are done with bikes, by foot, etc. About 15 events in 
different Swiss regions per year. (www.slowup.ch) 

Information platform on Mobility Management 

• www.mobilservice.ch: Most important Internet platform for any kind of institutions working in the field 
of Mobility Management.  

Courses on Mobility Management 

• Mobility Management for companies (first course held by sanu, Biel between March and March 2008): 
www.sanu.ch/html/angebot08/mobilitaet/angebote-de.cfm 

• Mobility and tourism: First course held in 2007 by the University of Lucerne, second course will take 
place in autumn 2008: 
http://weiterbildung.hslu.ch/kurs.asp?kid=36&m=10&page_no=2&tid=&search=Tourismus+und+Mobi
lit%E4t 

                                                             

8 see: http://mct.sbb.ch/mct/en/reisemarkt/services/mobilitaet/bikeparking.htm 

9 see: http://www.stadt-zuerich.ch/internet/zmm/home.html 


